Histologic evaluation of skin damage after overlapping and nonoverlapping flashlamp pumped pulsed dye laser pulses: A study on normal human skin as a model for port wine stains.
In the treatment of port wine stains (PWS) with the flashlamp pumped pulsed dye laser (FPPDL), no consensus exists about overlapping of pulses. The advantage of overlapping pulses is homogeneous lightening of the PWS; the risk is redundant tissue damage. The aim of this study was to determine the histopathologic effect on human skin of pulsed dye laser pulses with various degrees of overlap, with normal human skin as a model for PWS. Eighteen healthy white volunteers were irradiated with pulsed dye laser pulses with increasing radiant exposure and with different degrees of overlap. Biopsy samples were taken and histologically analysed. Overlapping of pulses on normal human skin enhances depth of vascular damage with approximately 30%. Adjacent pulses also show this effect. We found no histologic signs of serious damage to epidermis or dermal connective tissue by using radiant exposure levels of 6-8 J/cm(2), regardless of pulse application. Reasoning that the mechanism of tissue injury is comparable for normal and PWS skin, we conclude that it is safe to treat PWS with overlapping FPPDL pulses to achieve homogeneous lightening.